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The Antarctic continent already showed signs of scarcity of
resources. Summer was unleashed with extensive torrents; cold
waves crippled all agriculture, causing large masses of people
who could not afford it. The empire had to change guides at that
time so that the angelic ones would choose their new emperor,
because the democracy had to continue strengthened.

Mandrakes
Atlantean citizens, it is time to show how
strong our country is. We have to regain
our prestige and our strength before our
opponents.

The soil of the Adamites has long ceased
to provide sustenance for them. We know
that the wave of excessive immigration to
our continent has brought us a sad
picture of the scarcity that is spreading
throughout the world.
Atlantic people change our climate with
each passing day, we can no longer wait
to take action to adapt to climate
demands.
Heavenly

Eternal life for the angelic, so I say, so I
say, so be it, Atlantis a civilization
representative of eros.

We must gather all available knowledge
so that our civilization can thrive by
sharing the Adamic who flourished even in
the face of difficulties.

We say no to austerity policy. We say not
the liberties that allow the mutation of
the body, the mutation of sex and the
choice of the individual to determine the
continuation of his fetus being the citizen
in the gestation phase.

Our historical records show that the
path of war, intolerance, hatred, rancor
and segmentation have often induced us
to struggle that our whole civilization
succumbed to the years of an attempt to
recover from what we once were

We must adopt a policy of eliminating the
incapacitated so that resources can only
reach the Atlantean citizens who are
able to collaborate with our supply line.

Our differences must be respected, our
differences set apart, because what is at
stake is the continuity of our species as a
genuine representative of the angelic
people in the universe.

We must exterminate all prisoners who
mislead our society, because the state
should not bear the burden of keeping
people who do not care for our
development.

Our nation is still upright and we have a
very great commitment to our humanity.

We must adopt a position of expulsion and
withdrawal of all Adamic from our
borders.

Human values must be preserved and we
must open paths through universal ties
and values.

We do not want Adamic immigrants to be
part of our culture. They defile us with
their ideologies, steal our jobs, rape our
homes, pass on values to our children that
are not important to our Angelic
civilization.

Heavenly
What we should expect from another human being other than himself being the
reflection of himself. In order to build authentic citizens we must accept and
understand differences, my desire must never prevail over the right of the
other, because there the foundation of understanding is built in another
territory.
Each person is aware of himself, no matter his limitation, no matter the level of
his understanding. It is the duty of our Atlanteans to cooperate so that the
understanding of our differences leads us to a pacification that is given us the
right to navigate the cosmos peacefully.
If it is a man's desire to lie down with another in the same genetic identity, what
right do I have to subtract his will, for what legitimates my advance on the life
of others that makes me the taker of the expression of the other?
No one but your own parents are the best people to indicate the kind of
development your children should conduct their genetic heritage in our civilized
world. For my truth is restricted only to my understanding.

WOMEN WHO HAVE BEEN INDECENTLY BEING BEEN PRIVATE OF THE EDUCATION OF THEIR
CHILDREN. So that they do not corrupt themselves and start living within the
moral bias of our Atlantis civilization.
Our children can not be seduced into the transverse behavior of the human sex,
because our race would become increasingly devoid of its continuity.
This lack of spiritual elevation must be severely punished. Men who lie with other
men should be punished and if they insist they should be taken to the private jail
where they should be treated by our medical body so that the impregnation of
the behavior can be contained and made to be healed of their practices
Subversive and libidinous.
A man was not raised to lie with another man. Just as a woman was not meant to
marry another woman. IT IS AN AFRONTA FROM THE VIEW OF THE GENETIC APPARATUS
TO CONDUCT OUR CIVILIZATION FOR THE SHORT OF FERTILITY.
Mandrakes

Heavenly - your affectation takes away the tranquility so that you can follow
your path according to your determination. Thus, you weaken has no other
expectation than to resent and your mental occupation is restricted to the
elaborations that will bring you back to the lost balance.
Mandrake - the liar does not allow her to verify the truth. She manipulates you.
You must show to heaven that you are able to cook and fry your arguments,
because it seduces you, but it does not solve the problem of your shortage. She
is lacking, does not carry the same value as you have Atlantean citizen.

Heavenly - Mandrakes infiltrate on the logic of citizens arguments that allow
people to feel helpless to seek their acceptance for the ideological sequence
that allows the manipulation on their mind can be consented to the conformity
of the citizen.
Mandrake - the Heavenly flood you with idiocy. They do not solve their social
problems, they instead bring the problem inside our country, they do not serve
you citizen, they serve the international interests of the Adams. WHEN WAS THE
LAST TIME YOU WERE ABLE TO TRAVEL WITH YOUR FAMILY?

Heavenly - Mandrakes BUILD YOUR LOGIC BASED ON FACTS YOU EVIDENCE IN YOUR LIFE,
MAKE YOU INTERCONNECT AND INTERLATE THOUGHTS IN WHICH THE CAUSES DO NOT MATTER
TO THE EFFECTS AND NOT SO THE CONSEQUENCES ARE INTERLIGED. ARE EXEMPLARY
MANUFACTURERS OF ILLUSION AND HISTERIA.
Mandrake - THE TAX YOU PAY IS NOT SUFFICIENT FOR THE STATE TO PROVIDE YOU THE
TOOLS FOR YOU TO FEED YOUR FAMILY. But it is enough for a portion of Adamic
refugees to appropriate what should be reimbursed for their own benefit.

Heavenly - Mandrakes try to sensitize you and convince you through the
activation of their pain, where responsibility for their current situation falls
on the other that is the object perceived as activator of their suffering.
Opportunities are linked around a game where some win and others lose.
Mandrake - the Heavenly oppress you. They do not let you perceive the truth in
front of you. Only you can measure your suffering by not giving the necessary
comfort to your family. Only you are able to realize how painful it is to depend
on the help of another person and to have your dignity confiscated.

Heavenly
You are the one
who
holds
uniqueness
over your body.
You should be
able
to
be
guided to know
how far your
own right is and
that gets the
other right.

The
society
must
have
tools
of
protection for
the people who
can
not
be
conditioned to
the
group
reality
The state is not
absolute in the
life
of
its
citizen.

The state is
aware of its
desire,
the
state is aware
of
its
expectation,
the
state
represents its
will.
The
death
penalty
must
be
administered to
contain
the
rebellion
of
the masses who
do not let the
state
stabilize.
The
demented
are
removed
from
public
activities and
as
soon
as
possible
disposal is the
most sensible
way to reduce
social costs.
The unemployed
are treated as
marginal.

The state is a
mere watcher
and expectant
of the desire of
its citizen. First
the Citizen and
then the STATE.

Heavenly
People
with
social
vulnerability
should
be
taken
to
places
of
social
reception
so
that
a
corrective
education can
introduce the
knowledge
necessary for
the individual
to learn to live
and
to
elaborate his
subjectivity in
harmony with
other beings.
The state must
provide minimum
conditions
of
survival
for
every
individual who
is still oriented
towards
the
sense
of
permanence of
life
and
cooperate for
the
most
vulnerable to
regain
their
low
selfesteem.

The
elderly
should
be
discarded
at
the end of their
productive age
to give greater
vigor to our
economy.
Prostitutes
should
be
taken
to
isolated
places and to
return to the
social
practices that
our
morale
determines to
be
the
standard
of
behavior
we
want from our
citizens.
Rapists should
be chemically
castrated or
have
their
bodies burned
so they do not
pose
more
dangers
to
society.
Mandrakes

Free sex should
be banned from
the streets.
Mandrakes

Heavenly
Our co2 emission is
increasingly
dense,
to
the
extent that our
climate is being
affected
by
displacing
the
polar cap toward
us.
We should not wait
for an announced
catastrophe. We
must
respond
promptly
to
environmental
requirements. We
build
silos
in
large proportions
to
handle
difficult times for
the entire human
population of this
planet.

Our
lands are
still
in
correspondence
with
production
and it is our duty
to cooperate.

Mandrake - The weather in Antarctica is not changing, our angelic civilization has
nothing to worry about. Our lands have remained arable for an indefinite time,
there is no reason to worry. We must increasingly encourage the expansion of our
planting methods to account for the demand for business in which the Adamic lands
are failing to produce.

heavenly - the Adamic BE TREATED AND DISEASES
CURED WITH OUR DOCTORS MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE. WE
WILL INSTRUCT SOUND ADAPTERS TO HELP US.

Mandrakes - the Adams bring with them
diseases that proliferate in our continent. WE
SHOULD CREATE A HUMAN HEALTH BARRIER TO
DEFEND US FROM THOSE PEOPLE.

Heavenly - WE MUST INTRODUCE THE ADAMICS IN OUR
CULTURE BECAUSE THE PRINCIPLE OF FREEDOM AND
IQUALITY IS SOMETHING CONSTRUCTIVE OUR PEOPLE
BUILDED THROUGH THE TIMES.

Mandrakes - as are the Adamic responsible for
our losses and lack of resources, they must
pay for the construction of the wall.

Heavenly - the Adamic have STRENGTHENED OUR
GROUPING WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF THEIR
CULTURES. IT IS ARRIVED TIME TO DEMONSTRATE
SOLIDARITY FOR THE SUFFERING OF THESE PEOPLES.

Mandrakes - the Adamic are coming in our
continent through Patagonia we have to build
a wall to prevent the advance of these people
in our country.

heavenly - the dynamics of the work around our
vital needs should shape the behavior of the
occupation of consciousness in our government
platform. Free will.

heavenly - it is the task and duty of the state
to educate its citizens and Adamic culture to
the need for birth rate restriction.

heavenly - the conflict can not be designed on
the basis of differential foundation of other
groupings. The problems observed among our
peoples round the planet.

heavenly - we must respect the cultural
differences between our peoples and seek
through understanding ways to conduct
interaction factors for peace.

heavenly - cultural differences between
angelic and Adamic can not be built to increase
the tension by climate shortage phenomenon on
our people.

heavenly - while we waste time in relating our
problems as being the cause of the Adamic
culture fail to realize prosperity thoughts.

heavenly - again we affirm that our shortage
is a reflection of our behavior and is not
reflected in the behavior of the Adamic
culture.

The
Adamic
proliferate like
flies and soon
we will be the
minority in our
continent.
They
bring
elements
of
their
culture
that hurt our
moral
principles,
do
not behave like
honest people.
They
do
not
carry in their
luggage values
that allow us to
observe a gain
of
conscience
and steal our
jobs.
The Adams must
be
expelled
from
our
continent.
The ADAMS EAT
AS PIGS, IF WE
LOOK
LIKE
GAMBAS, DO NOT
HAVE
HYGIENE
HABITS. They are
the
scum
of
humanity.
Mandrakes

Adamic men who
are in danger
should
be
banished
from
our society.
We
have
to
supply our war
industry
to
protect
ourselves from
our
Adamic
enemies.
Laws must be
reformulated
and
prison
systems
enlarged
in
order to contain
the subversive
elements that
are loose in
angelic society.
We
have
to
create a zero
tolerance
system for the
wrong thing. Our
families can no
longer live in a
system of total
insecurity.

Heavenly – a just society does not admit
exceptions and that therefore the dignified
treatment must be extended to every citizen
who fulfills his duty to his nation.

heavenly - the value of a human being is
unquestionable and when a repair their
behavior is required knowledge for action
should be transmitted.

heavenly - the observance of equality should
be the maximum tonic to express a fair and
caring society. In what principles of peaceful
coexistence are manageable.

heavenly - free will must always be guided by
respect for the rights and duties of angelic or
Adamic citizens, weighing a scale of good sense.

heavenly - Justice must be based on the law.
And the principles that govern the law must be
endowed with an ethical conduct that excels
by the university of understanding.

heavenly - social rights and human rights can
not be forfeited in which the company may have
a human loss if this rule is not observed.

heavenly - the values of free enterprise, basic
rights and universal access to the benefits of
society must always be taken into account.

Mandrakes

HEAVENLY
YOUR LIMIT IS THE POINT WHERE YOU WALK YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS AND THAT GETS
THE RIGHT OF OTHERS. WE LIVE IN A SHARED WORLD. AND EVERY HUMAN BEING
NEEDS A LOWER OR LESS EFFORT DEGREE OF OTHERS.
LIVING IN GROUP REQUIRES WAIVER OF PURPOSES. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SEE
UNLIMITED WITHOUT PREJUDICATING ANOTHER PERSON WHEN THE TRUTHS CAME.
THERE IS NECESSARY TO DEVELOP A WAY OF CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNICATION,
where dialogue must be constructed so that the parties can understand
the most hidden desires, the needs and the way of interacting and
visualizing the world.
Without a solid construction around the core of thought, it is not possible
to solidify a long and lasting peace, because when one side only absorbs
the intention of another it does not give sustenance for any relationship.

LET'S RECOVER HIM WHICH HAS BEEN STOLEN FROM YOU BECAUSE IT'S RIGHT, YOU ARE
DEFEATING USUFLUIR OF YOUR OWN HERITAGE. DO NOT BE HAPPY OF HIM WHO HURT
YOU ONE DAY. RECOVER WHAT IS YOUR RIGHT.
DO NOT BAN THE BASEBALL EVER. THEY TURN UP TO YOU NOW. FIGHT FOR WHAT YOU
BELIEVE. AND RECOVER WHAT IS YOUR RIGHT: YOUR HONOR, YOUR DIGNITY AND YOUR
SENSATION.
DO NOT BE AFRAID TO MAKE A MISTAKE. COPPER OF OTHERS WHAT IS YOUR RIGHT.
DO NOT LET PEOPLE PUT YOUR LEG IN YOU. YOU ARE ABLE TO MAKE UP FOR YOUR
EFFORT.
YOU DO NOT NEED TO LIVE LIMITED. YOU ARE ABLE TO SOLVE YOUR OWN PROBLEMS,
EVEN IF THE SOLUTION IS AFFECTING ANYTHING THAT ANGRY. BE ABLE TO FIGHT FOR
WHAT YOU BELIEVE FOR THE RETURN OF YOUR RIGHT AND PRESERVATION OF LIFE.
Mandrake

HEAVENLY
It is the right and duty of every citizen to
exercise his or her free will in the art of
informing.
Citizens must be aware enough to discern
the
kind
of
influence
they
are
experiencing when connecting to an
informational.
Freedom is the maximum tonic to express
the behavior that moves the press.
The state can not induce the citizen's look
in the desired direction, at the risk of
stifling the expression of human behavior,
freedoms and also tapering into universal
culture.
People are free to indicate and introduce
others to the consumption of any kind of
information, and it is for the state body to
be sufficiently honest to indicate to
consumers by news type the journalistic
influence that the consumer is subject to
their perception when conditioning the Act
of reading.
The abuses and rights infringed must be
brought to legal instances without state
intervention, where the parties must make
an attempt to enter into an agreement
and legitimize regulations in which it is
allowed to make reparation for the
damage suffered by virtue of an offense
or fact that the disclosure of the
Generated a loss to one of the parties.

Do not give in to intimidation by the media.
Use the same weapons your attackers and
opponents produce to reach the goal of
cheating the masses.
The press must fulfill only its commitment
to inform the state. Nothing but his role of
leading
the
citizen
to
constant
development must be cataloged.
Why would you pity the journalist who
acts this way?
The truth must always be told to whoever
hurts. THE AGGRESSOR WHEN MANISFESTED
THE CONTRADICTORY AND ARROGENT MATTER
WAS NOT HAD A PITY OF YOU. ON THE CONTRARY,
HE INTENDED TO DESTROY YOU.
Therefore a mechanism of repression must
be routed to all communication vehicles
that distort reality.
No one has the right to defame his person.
Communication policy can not be used for
public opinion to turn against its own
arguments.
The press must be watched. Whatever you
say about your observed respect so that
there is accountability in what they talk
about you.
Pray and watch over anyone who speaks
about you. Everything that is disclosed in
the projective construction of others has
a meaning that you should watch out for.
Mandrake

Mandrake
Be aggressive in your economic agreements. Release your creativity by driving
your goals. Build an identity in which your brand connects with your personality.
Look for an enhancement framework in which you gain many followed throughout
the world. Only you can understand the need that frees you.
Ignore the appeals and abuses of others, for they will distract you and want
you to turn to your personal projects.
Be petty, and introduce notions that the other's project is not worthy of your
appreciation or even success. Start negotiating a vision that the other should
abandon your personal project to insert into your project that is the winner or
the winner.
Do not be afraid to dominate, do not be afraid to make a mistake, do not be afraid
to be you. No one should be conditioned to say what you truly think, how you act
and how you construct, and your vision of synthesizing your way of seeing the
world.

Be proactive, upright and just, with yourself and with others as well as your
desire in the actions that other people should act with you according to your
perception.
The victor is the one who can excel in mutual benefits among the related parties.
If you go wrong along your path you will be able to raise your head and
recognize the mistakes of the step and rebuild from the point where the balance
will go through a process of recovery of understanding and balance between
the parts.
When two people negotiate they can find a point of intercession in which it is
possible to divide the tasks in which each one can synthesize a little of what the
other needs, and through this exchange be able to capitalize on a relationship
and make all the parties benefit In a business deal.
Be aware in your agreements. It is necessary to ration resources, and the path
of conquest is not a rampant struggle for control.

Heavenly

heavenly - violence should be treated as a deformity of behavior where
offenders individuals are subject to medical treatment for the resumption of
learning that make them perceive inserted in society. It is only through
consciousness that a just society is built.
Mandrakes - the marginal should be imprisoned and receive treatment
conditioned to the evil provided to society. They have not had at any time
consideration by the correct person, society should not take pity on them to
carry out coercive measures.

heavenly - act around violence with more violence only perpetuates the
barbaric thing from one generation to another generation, where the attacked
becomes the aggressor tomorrow. Thus, the meaning of a just, fraternal and
supportive society is lost.
Mandrakes - an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. Do not feel guilty about being
who you really are. If someone attacks you, do not feel compassion towards the
aggressor, be able to react, defend yourself and show the aggressor that you
are also able to react to assert your right.

heavenly - When attacked you must manifest at the right time in relation to the
aggressor your non-conformity with the action that has stung your free will. In
this way you are helping the other unconscious to behave before the social
rules.
Mandrakes - When attacked, return the offense in the same amount of
affectation, this way you will be telling the aggressor how dissatisfied you are
in the face of his intrusion into your life. Do not humble yourself, show that you
are pontifically strong like him.

heavenly - be able to forgive his attacker, so you will be taking it to the
necessity of not remain in a conflict zone that exceeds the limit of peaceful
coexistence. Making the coexistence more humane is fundamental to the shared
world. We dignify ourselves.
Mandrakes - always covers her attacker proper repair. May he feel on his skin
all the evil that has caused you. Be smart with yourself. Try not to exceed your
limit, but when you go beyond your limit, show that you can attack and defend
yourself if you have to.

Heavenly
The
military
should
SPECIALIZE
IN
KNOWLEDGE
THAT
BRINGS
SAFETY TO OUR
NATION.

Heavenly
The
military
must
be
honored and its
services
nationwide
enhanced.
Our
warlike
capabilities
must be geared
towards
restraining the
forces
of
nature.

The
military
must preserve
the
moral
content of our
civilization.

MUST
BE
ABSTRACT
OF
ACCOMPANYING
RELIGIOUS,
MORAL
PRECURSIONS
AND
BEING
GUIDELINES FOR
ETHICAL
CONTENT.

And in the last
case serve for
the defense of
our
most
valuable good
that is our own
life.
Security is our
strength
and
here comes the
role of the
military
in
preventing
possible
conflicts that
may
be
unleashed
in
the
future.
Displeasure
can compromise
stability.

The
military
must
be
honored and its
services
nationwide
enhanced.

They must take
care
to
measure
the
consequences
that
new,
uncataloged
influences can
generate for
the population.

THE INTEREST OF
THE STATE MUST
PREVALESCE ON
THE INDIVIDUAL
INTEREST
IN
EVERY
CASE.
Because
THE
STATE
REPRESENTS THE
MASS AND ITS
INTENSITY WILL
ALWAYS
REPRESENT THE
COLLECTIVE
DESIRE.
THE
ORDER
SHOULD
BE
PRESERVED
AT
ANY COST, EVEN
IF IT IMPLIES IN
DISCHARGE
OF
HUMAN LIVES.
Mandrake

They
should
serve
as
a
query
parameter
every time some
conflict
triggering
factor
is
present in the
middle.

Guns are a way
for the other
to realize that
we must also be
respected, even
when we are
perceived
as
friends.
Therefore, we
must always be
prepared
to
shoot when our
intention
to
war is certain.
If
we
are
beaten we must
react to level
the aggressor
to his height.
Our
war
capacity must
be
at
the
height of our
development.

All acts that
go against our
culture must be
subject
to
legal rights.

Mandrake

Heavenly
KNOWLEDGE SHOULD
BE DIRECTED FOR
ALL
TO
HAVE
GOVERNMENT
PARTICIPATION.
Rights must be
preserved.
When
conflicts
arise
from
cultural
differences
and
divergences, rules
that
govern
mutual
coexistence must
transiently
and
transitively fill
the imperfections
of
social
conviviality and
behavior.
Diffuse interests
must be heard in
the
face
of
concentrated
interests.
And
whenever possible
common
sense
should
be
maintained for the
common good.

Mandrakes - ethnic minorities must respect the majority mass. Their claims must be
contained within the dominant morality. The practices of ethnic minorities not
recognized by the dominant power must be abolished from society because it does
not represent the thinking of the masses. If you do not agree to this rule you are
not required to stay in our country.

heavenly - the state must care for the
protection and security of religious services and
remove any encumbrances that could hamper the
functioning according to the popular will.

Mandrakes - worship services contrary to
angelic culture must be abolished in our
society and have its confiscated operating
permit.

heavenly - the state must preserve the
particular interest of free will to its
manifestation
of
assignments
faith,
regardless of the constraints on behavior.

Mandrakes - anything contrary to faith is
contrary to the state. Individuals should be
cataloged so that their influence does not
interfere with government affairs.

heavenly - the state should bring a secular
vision of social behavior. It should not promote
interference with the private life of the
citizen in the exercise of his obligations.

Mandrakes - the state view must be guided by
the religious morality of the state. And all
contradictions must be healed by the use of the
law in order to regulate the private.

Celestial - civil registration is a way for the
state to organize information for the
development of public policies in the sense of
organizing the life of the citizen himself.

heavenly - the manifestation repression is only
allowed where the group responsible for the
manifestation subtract or threaten the rights
of others to compromise their security.

heavenly - the state CAN NOT preventing
demonstrations PUBLIC ANY GROUPS. On the
contrary you must be attentive to hear their
appeals.

heavenly - NOT DUTY curb STATE OF SEXUAL
ORIENTATION BY HIS GANG CITIZENS, AND NOT SO
LITTLE IN A GANG AWAY FROM THEIR INFLUENCE OF
BALL.

heavenly - MERELY AS DISCRETIONARY FORM MUST
STATE CREATING A RIGHT TO ESTATIZE GOOD
CONDUCT OF SOCIAL PRACTICES BETWEEN CITIZENS TO
REDUCE CONFLICT OF INTERESTS.

heavenly - the state should not standardize
the associative form among many citizens of
their grouping. At the risk of suffocating
individual freedoms.

heavenly - the state should not interfere in
family matters, only disciplinary relations so
that citizens do not come into legal conflict.

The
public
manifestations
of these units as
part
of
our
civilization
must
be
recorded
and
deeply
repressed
in
order for the
order
to
be
maintained.
All
other
aspiring forms
of family name
must be removed
from
legal
records
because
it
affects morale
and contributes
to
the
disintegration
of the state.
The
state
should
recognize only
one
form
of
family,
that
understood by
the
marriage
between a man
and a woman and
her children.
Mandrakes

The dependents
must be taken to
prison facilities
where they will
receive hospital
treatment with
seclusion.
Anyone
who
violates these
standards, the
state
must
promote
the
death penalty
for anyone who
traffics
or
induces another
person
to
narcotics.
The use of drugs
should only be
intended for use
in hospital and
health settings.
The state must
deeply
reprimand
the
processing,
refining,
marketing,
production, and
trafficking of
narcotics.
Mandrakes

heavenly - science should influence on the
decision of the national consumption or not
materials that can generate externalities:
eg coffee, soft drinks, beer and marijuana.

heavenly - make illegal activity liable to
legalization is a practice that should be
extended to all on deep understanding of the
problem situation.

heavenly - the state should organize
campaigns to instruct individuals in the nonconsumer
materials
that
induce
the
acceleration of death and essential if assign
alternatives.
heavenly - the use of narcotic can not be used
to subtract right of any individual, including
the victim himself. Reason that the law must
act to protect the right custodian.

heavenly - society must be heard to know its
intention to use any materials, so that the
state can allocate public policy support
externalities.

heavenly - the consumption of drugs in the
foundation of faith can not be right
sequestration
of.
Fitting
the
local
disciplinary law for its use.

heavenly - no one should be deprived of the use
of materials that do not promote the
disintegration of their body structure. Ways
to prevent abuse must be in the law.

Mandrakes
The other Adam states interfere in our trade, so we must create
protectionist barriers to inhibit the advancement of these civilizations to
our capital and consequent development.
They steal our jobs by lowering their prices in an unfair way, so we can
not work in a free trade regime.
We must, therefore, surcharge the products that arrive from the adamic
cultures in order to preserve the work internally.
We should instruct our citizens not to consume goods produced in other
countries, in order to build a corporate spirit that favors the consumption
of national goods.
Retaliation measures should be developed whenever there is a breach in
international law to inhibit the consumption of an imported good.

The state should be concerned with the monetary education of those who
practice free trade so that education serves as a motivational element
for new trade practices preserving national identity.
Citizens must be free to express their interest in trade and fulfill their
social role of channeling and distribution of wealth in our grouping.

The state will support citizens when they need legal help to defend their
rights.
The state should seek not to interfere in relations and negotiations
between the parties wishing to interact consumer goods.
Trade between angelic cultures and adamic cultures must be free.
heavenly

heavenly
THE STATE MAY ONLY ENTER PRIVATE
PROPERTY AT ANY TIME FOR THE PROVISION OF
RELIEF.
IN CASE OF ILLICIT PRACTICE THE STATE CAN
ONLY ENTER A PRIVATE ESTABLISHMENT IF
THERE IS ANY PREVIOUS LAW IN WHICH A JUDGE
SO AUTHORIZES THE ENTRY INTO THE
ESTABLISHMENT.
IF THE PARTICULAR DOES NOT MAKE A
PRODUCTIVE PROPERTY IN WHICH THE COMPANY
DEPENDS ON ITS RESOURCES FOR FOOD
CONSUMPTION THEN THE OWNER WILL BE
NOTIFIED TO GIVE THE DESIRE DESIRED TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT, IF THE REQUIREMENTS ARE
NOT FULFILLED, THE PROPERTY WILL BE
OVERSELED FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE
COLLECTION OF TAXES FOR THE END OF
COMPENSATE THE COMPANY FOR THE ABSENCE
OF ACTIVITY.
ALL PERSONS WILL BE ALLOWED TO ENTER AND
EXIT WITH ALL THEIR GOODS FROM OUR COUNTRY,
REGARDLESS OF OVERHEADS OR FINES ARISING
OUT OF THE DISPLACEMENT.
CAN A CITIZEN HAVE AS MANY PROPERTIES
WANT THAT TO JUDGE NECESSARY FOR YOUR
LIFE PROJECT.
IN THE CASE OF PERSONS CONDEMNED BY ILLICIT,
THE RIGHT TO PRESERVE THEIR GOODS IS
SUBJECT, WHICH IS SUBJECT TO THE RELEASE
THAT IS JUDGED GUILTY FOR THE RESURRECTION
OF THE DAMAGES SUFFERED AND FOR THE
PAYMENT ESTABLISHED OF THE TRANSFER OF
MONEY OBTAINED THROUGH THE ILLICIT BACK TO
ITS VICTIMS.

In the case of people who are convicted of
illicit acts they will have all their assets
seized and put up for auction so that there
is no incentive for the outcasts of social
life.
IN THE EVENT OF NOT PAYING TAXES, THE STATE
MAY CONFISCATE PROPERTIES IN ORDER TO
HEAL THE INJURY OF THE PUBLIC THING.
THE PROPERTY THAT IS NOT PRODUCTIVE WILL
BE INCORPORATED TO THE STATE IN ORDER THAT
THE RIGHT DESTINATION MAY RETURN THEIR
PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY.
In the case of immigrants who are
expelled from the country their goods and
their dwellings will be sold to bear the
costs that the deportation process so
requires.
The domicile that does not fulfill its
social function can be removed from its
owner and will belong to the state until it
is destined the appropriate end.
The right to possession of property must
be regulated by the state.
Only the state is able to transmit
responsibility to the home by instituting
the purpose that best fits the social and
collective interest.
It is legitimate for the state to enter a
private establishment at any time it
wishes if it is raising a suspicion of illegal
activity practiced by a citizen.
Mandrakes

heavenly
Once again the adversary's political line tries to convince you that you are the
victim, so that you come to agree with the line of argument Mandragoran
ideology wants you to channel it as legitimate and true.
The mandrakes try to sensitize you to what allows you to connect and justify
your suffering, even if the channeling does not offer you the real logical
argument that has awakened the anguish of your current situation.
The truth is that the state is having a surplus of demands and it is not possible
in the short term to promise to decrease taxes.

The resources that are generated through the taxpayer have been shifted
increasingly rapidly to emergency situations that depend on the citizen who is
channeled as social vulnerability.
All monetary gaps when they are identified undergo a process of constant
rebuke and legal means are triggered for the return of capital to the state.

Be smart, why does this country you truly live represent you?
Politicians extend their wages every year, and you are conditioned to feel the
reduction of your payments every time the country goes into crisis.
Millions in resources are subtracted from the public coffers every day and you
watch all of this and still have not realized that you are the victim of the
situation.
You are being robbed by this disgusting state that rips your resources from you.
Each monetary unit that comes out of your pocket is channeled to policy
magnates who have dense accounts in tax havens.
You pay a lot more than you owe to the state. The state is taking away the
benefits for you to build your dignity.
THE Heavenly lie. IT IS POSSIBLE TO REDUCE THE TAXES OF THE POPULATION AND STILL TO
PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR ANGELIC SOCIETY.
Mandrakes

Mandrake - the teacher is the presence of the state in the classroom. He should
not be questioned. As the highest authority, the student should be subservient to
the master's teachings. The rigidity of teaching must be the mark that every
mandrake should be proud of.

heavenly - students should be introduced in a practical concept which combines
theory and practice always grounded in the knowledge that describes the
context in which the individual is inserted. The subjectivity of the student and
the teacher must be worked out so that there is a common and differentiated
Mandrake - the educational system must be rigid, and should only allow
professional entry through the obtaining of degrees. Evaluations should be
done through test systems. Only the fittest will be introduced into society within
the pattern desired by society.

heavenly - the information transfer system must be flexible and adaptable the
peculiarities and weaknesses of each individual, so that each person is charged
in terms of content with a subjective matching capacity with the transfer
attributes of this order of knowledge.

mandrake - STATE MUST ESTABLISH CONTENT FIXED AND UNIVERSAL WHICH independent
of Assimilation NEED BY THE CITIZENS. In this way a standardized society is built in
which all share the same interests linked to the grouping.

heavenly - AS THE HUMAN AWAKENING YOUR INTEREST BY A CONTENTS, IT MUST BE
DEVELOPED FOR YOUR DIRECTION LEARNING MAY BE STRENGTHENED IN YOUR INTENTION
STEERING AND HIS DESIRE, INTRODUCING KNOW THE AREAS THAT THIS GUY PROVE USEFUL
FOR SOCIETY.
Mandrake - STATE IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR TRANSFER OF INFORMATION FOR CITIZENS.
WHERE THIS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BASIC GUIDELINES, THE CONTENTS THAT MUST BE
TAKEN, THE CONTENTS THAT SHOULD NOT BE ADDRESSED AND THE RULES OF WHOM YOU CAN
RECEIVE THE CONTENTS TO BE TRANSFERRED.

heavenly - SOCIETY IS THAT SHOULD GUIDE THE CITIZEN BY PROGRESSION PATHWAY AND
EDUCATION TRANSFER SO THAT THE INCOMING IN CIVILIZATION CAN ACHIEVE LIVING WITH
PROFICIENCY IN SOCIETY FROM THAT OUT ABLE TO CONTENT Assimilate THIS YOUR OF
PARTR OWN MERITS.

HEAVENLY
The
most
debilitated and
physically
handicapped
individuals
must
undergo
intensive
rehabilitation
systems.

People
who
cause
illness
should
be
eliminated.
In the case of a
lack
of
resources, the
most suitable
should
be
selected
to
have access to
the
health
benefits.
The
rest should be
discarded.
At the birth
stage,
tests
should
be
performed
to
determine the
individual's
future ability
in relation to
their
genetic
content.

At the birth
stage
should
be drawn up
tests in order
to
determine
variations on
future ability
and
preventively
after birth the
baby should be
referred
for
rehabilitation
treatments in
order
to
recover from
the
observed
biological
disadvantage.

HEAVENLY
It
is
the
function of the
state
to
organize
the
education that
will
manage
the process of
well-being and
health of the
population.
The
state
should
make
available and
widely
accessible
information
that
allows
individuals to
associate
themselves in a
collaborative
way for health
promotion.
Taxpayer
relief must be a
factor
of
influence and
governmental
decision
in
order that the
dilution
of
suffering due
to initiation of
a disease and
proceed
to
prevention
factors.

The state will
institute drug
taxes.
Only those who
qualify
will
have the right
to
treat
others.
Only the forms
validated
by
the
state
should
be
accepted as a
means
of
treating
diseases.
The rules of
who
should
have access to
the
medicines
are exclusive
to the state.
THE STATE MUST
CONCENTRATE
THE MEANS OF
ACCESS
TO
HEALTH AND THE
PARTICULAR CAN
NOT DETERMINE
KNOWLEDGE FOR
THE CURE OF
DISEASES.
Mandrake

The most weak
and imperfect
individuals
should
be
discarded.
Mandrake

HEAVENLY
HUMAN CREATIVITY
BREAKS OUT OF THE
FREE
FORM
OF
EXPRESSION
OF
THOUGHT BY LAYING
ON
THE
ENVIRONMENT
THE
INTERNAL LINK TIES
WITH THE EXTERNAL
PORTION
OF
AN
INDIVIDUAL.
The recreational
areas
are
fundamental for
the social and
cultural
development of a
human being,
And therefore, it
is
fundamental
for the stimulus
that
generates
subjective
benefits such as
happiness
to
generate psychic
stability for a
person who first
desires
selfrealization.

Mandrake - THE INDIVIDUAL SHOULD RETURN YOUR OCCUPATION ONLY WITH WORK. SO LEISURE
AREAS ARE SPECIFIC POINTS FOR DEGRADATION AND HUMAN DISCHARGE AND SHOULD
EVERYMORE BE RESTRICTED. THE MANIFESTATION OF CREATIVITY SHOULD BE UNINTERRUPTED
ONLY IN THE WORK POSTS AND THE NON-OBSERVANCE OF THIS ASSUMPTION WILL IMPLY IN THE
CLAIM OF THE PERSON THAT SO MOLD THEIR BEHAVIOR.

Mandrake - the sport should serve as a
demonstration of strength and dominance of a
country and for this reason it should be widely
encouraged within society.

heavenly - the sport should serve as a
demonstration of shared values, overcoming
obstacles and ties between peoples.
Mandrake - competitors who do not honor the
right to represent our group should have their
rights hunted, in which a process of censorship
is gestated.

Heavenly - the individual experiences of the
competitions should serve as a deep learning in
which the expectant ones can make their
judgment on the sport.
Mandrake - An advanced system results
collection must be established with the aim of
improvement for achieving great results for
the nation.

Heavenly - Academic studies that instill the
perfection of the movements of the sportsmen
must be elaborated to serve as information
for the practical life of the civilians.

THE AMERICAN ELECTION IN THE VISION OF A
BRAZILIAN COMPAN
The world is constantly changing. And the US election could affect the global
development of the planet in the coming years due to the complexity of the North
American economic market. In line with local needs, in the Brazilian context it is
necessary to observe what this external influence of the choice of the vote in the
United States may reflect in terms of dynamism and generation of employment
in Brazil.
Brasília, DF - Brazil (DINO) 29/03/2016

To be great it takes perseverance and dare not to be asleep.
After contact in the news media about the American elections, we were able to identify a position that
refers to a behavior between the two candidates for this lawsuit:
The Lenderbook visualizes the behavior of the candidate Donald Trump turned to a dynamics of
interiorization of the North American economy, in the sense that it makes constant signs of the
American culture itself absorbing its consumption needs.
On the other hand, we see in the speech of Hillary Clinton a more integralist connection, in which the
image of the United States must be adherent to the absorption of a global context.
For Trump the American must progress within its own territory, while for Hillary the trading partners
must also be considered in their governance model for global integration.
For Brazil and the rest of the world, Donald Trump may represent a decrease in our exports to the
United States, while Hillary expects to strengthen transactional markets around the world. Internalized
or extended economy according to each government platform respectively.
He expects Trump to use all his economic influence, if elected, to encourage American exports to the
world, but he is not predicting that every relationship is a two-pronged rope, and when one pulls on one
side and stresses the opponent on the other, The fall of the adversary, makes the economies fragile
and subject to increasing speculation.
We do not know which tactic is the best for the planet, because all the two views can be positive if they
execute with a noble purpose, but we can infer that the fall of arms in the market relative to Trump
could provoke deep commercial tensions between several countries in the world .
The expectation of the job, therefore for the American people seems to attract very well the vision of
Trump like president, but like phenomenon of globalization the vision of Hillary seems to have more
engagement.
Max Diniz Cruzeiro

BAN KI-MOON: LETTER TO THE NATIONS IN
"THE DEGRADATION OF HUMANITY" IN THE
INCORPORATION OF CARLOS EDUARDO OF
THE NOVEL "OLD CHICO"
When something transmutes the environment, the whole individual is affected.
The quality of this affectation will indicate your propensity to be happy or
distressed. If you follow the rationale that potentiates your propensity for conflict,
you need to rationalize an outlet that turns every variation of your understanding
into a solution to any transformation that comes to your organism and your
psyche to go or walk.
Brasília, DF - Brazil (DINO) 06/09/2016

Exit the reasoning that leads the individual to conflict for a reason that
installs the subject to prosperity.
Excellence,
Humanity suffers with a civilizing delay because the past of our descendants was written on a model
of understanding based on observation, where knowledge was transmitted through a fad modism in
which environmental experimentation denoted a lexical structure of pleasure in the process Of molding
social behavior.
This idiom was dictated by primitive practices - tribal legacies of our ancestors - and which incorporated
a tendency to rule in the form of laws, to drive the sense of unity and integration between people in
their fragile social and family structures.
It did not take long for the isolation, produced by the scarcity of communication and the long distances
that allowed the displacements to only those stronger individuals, to cause deep transformations and
divisions in the primitive way of thinking, in which the lack of synergy that governed the purpose of
grouping To lead the human species into an era of prosperity had almost always been interrupted by
negative affectations brought about by the lack of understanding in the communication process.
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This fad was necessary in the past so far and remote to fit our ancestors to a model of survival that
allowed the fixation in the soil.
But with the expansion and accumulation of civilizing functions, the overlapping of practices, outside
scientific contexts, generated a very fragile collective consciousness structure, since the infinity of
reasonings in which people began to run based on learning restricted to their fields were sufficient for
To elevate the passion for the learning that led for a while the individuals to states of contentment and
happiness. Phenomenon that always happens again with each new environmental transformation.
This state of contentment gave rise to centers of expression of the good news in the structure of
embassies that had the function of assembling, assisting and sharing the knowledge that was restricted
to the elders of all localities. Mainly because of the low level of social education, entropic phenomenon
that always tends to appeal if not reinforced through educational processes.
And over time, the benefit generated by such constituents began to incorporate the lives of the
populations, becoming places of worship and praise of what was believed at the time to be holy places
where the bonds could be revived.
But man was careless, because he placed overlaps of overlapping fads, customs, and laws without
proper care to organize and rearrange the minds of individuals accustomed to the social pattern of life
to which they were being influenced. Generating cyclical resentments whenever a current structure
was replaced by others that added different perceptual elements.
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And this folly gave rise to a resentment hardly capable of being erased, in which some began to
compete in prominent position in relation to the others, in the form of their visions, values, beliefs and
truths. In an increasingly utopian view that "positioning" led to a proximity of physical resources
sufficient for the maintenance of life, a function of accumulation in which the rule was insufficient for
the maintenance of an order that provides support and guarantees of subsistence for all.
Then the war set in as a way of enforcing a force transmitted from father to son, as an identity that is
manufactured to consume at a certain age. And the whole humanity perished.
Then, as a consequence, hunger, anguish, depression, absence, and deprivation settled. In the form
of subtraction of values, in the form of the installation of indifference, in the form of installation of hatred,
prejudice, rancor and differentiations of patterns within the same species.
And again man was not able to use reason, instead he thrived on reasoning about destruction,
annihilation, the segmented construction of utopian visions of the prevalence of a few "purified" and a
devastating diffuse mass deserving of eternal suffering .
If history divided us by a psychological backwardness by the absence of mass communication
technologies that allowed the leveling of consciousness and a group pact that integrated us as sharers
of the same space, today we have everything available to transform our dream of unity in A truth that
can be incorporated into human reality.
We are no longer as fragile as communicators, already managed to reach great distances, the
segmentation that has divided us and left us orphans of a communion is within reach of being undone,
just an act of communication between parties who wish to know how the thought of the other is
Processes in self-interaction.
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Because we have a great treasure in our hands, the possibility and emergence of our faults, for the
construction of a social identity that allow us not to destroy the vision of the neighbor, but to find that
bond in the understanding that causes my vision to be inserted in the Vision of the other and the vision
of the other can intertwine in the vision of our neighbor, without hurting ourselves, on the basis of
understanding, love and respect for our neighbor.
The means, the channels for this universal transformation to take place are scattered throughout the
world. If mental fixation by conflict still induces thousands of people to victimize their civilizational
structures, it is time to lead these thousands of "helplessness" to streams of thoughts that move away
phenomena such as malnutrition, scarcity, extermination, indifference, hatred Secularism and war.
The degradation of humanity must be linked only to a memory of a histological past, that no longer
forms part of the habitat to incorporate features of characters such as Carlos Eduardo, in "Velho Chico"
(Novel of the Rede Globo de World can be reflected in the lightness of every Brazilian who, even in the
face of immense sadness for the secular lack of the world, is able to smile and rejoice those with whom
his eyes are intertwined.

Fraternally,

Max Diniz Cruzeiro
LenderBook Company
Www.lenderbook.com

BRAZILIANS: LATIN PIGS OF THE WORLD OF
BUSINESS ARE ATTACKED IN THE TRUMP ERA
According to neuroscientist Lori Marino of Emory University, in the United
States, in an interview with Discovery News, he said that pigs are smarter than
dogs.
Brasília, DF - Brazil (DINO) 11/11/2016

Philosophy can be applied in the business world in order to energize relations with trading partners.

Pigs are smarter than dogs, scientists say.

Pigs fester and produce garbage. In a moment of uncertainty, where US-hosted international capital
may suffer surtaxes for withdrawal from the next US government, and this uncertainty on the way to a
role-playing that is highly influenced by the performance of the American market, there are only
Brazilians: President Trump as "Latino Pigs" produce garbage.
But to produce rubbish, Brazilians will have to fend off land and take on global demands for food, where
other critters such as shrimp, hares, bears, foxes, hyenas and deer will have their American
suppressed by the vision of the new global emperor. Brazil has everything to conquer new markets
and let its big trading partner, the US, solve its internal problems first.
It is necessary in this journalistic article to have critical sense to match the true need that requires
everyone's understanding. It is necessary to let the churches concentrate their focus, in the weekly
moment of rest, and re-encounter with God, under the keynote of the discourse that leads to the
manifestation of the feeling of intolerance, and to raise the points within this discourse, which should
be the role of the Human being to correspond with due value every pearl that is publicly released.
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Each individual should be sensible to intuit that the path of resentment, intolerance and the feeling of
hatred; Will be a real waste of time in the abstraction of lines of reasoning that will distance many
individuals from the factor of production and conscious consumption. Thirty minutes of consumption by
thoughts of this daily size, away from us and much of a productive model, in which if reasoning were
scaled to locate and improve thoughts of business production and social sharing, the income,
development and occupation factor could jump in Quality of life.
When this reflection comes up over the weeks during the Trump mandate, it will be up to strategists,
after evaluating the speeches, to produce insights that will convert the acquisition of new jobs across
the country. For this reason, it is important and fundamental that at the present moment there is
investment in the improvement of commercial and business strategies, so that the Brazilian scenario
can gain and strengthen with the emphasis of the discourse that preaches distancing from our main
trading partner.
Pigs have fun, fuck and find the best trunks. Brazil has a very good vocation to find solutions that add
value to the domestic and international market. It is necessary to develop a business philosophy, in
which we can approach the other "animals" with great respect, in a large block in which our initial
difficulties can be met while our main partner takes care to heal his psychological problem.
Our friends from all over the world have security needs, our main trading partner, can no longer bear
the burden of this maintenance for safety. The recruitment of Brazilians to assume the posts that may
be left by Americans may be a temporary solution to dilute a crisis that for now focuses on the sphere
of discourse, taking into account the economic factor, that paying half the salaries that are Spent for
American soldiers on Brazilians, would still be of great value to the Brazilian soldier, who would earn
far more money than if he were working in Brazil within the Brazilian Armed Forces.
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Pigs eat and drink in abundance and are happy. Brazilians have few resources to make real events in
the business world. Its natural vocation to make culture is the great expertise that can generate many
businesses. Can not Brazilians expect that the Americans at this moment are bound to international
agreements in which the profit factor is present, then it is necessary to reinvent the wheel irreverently
to conquer new markets within a joy and abundance of solutions and understandings that will fill Our
other partners to look with a more supportive tone to our problems and collective dilemmas together.
Pigs are smarter than dogs, scientists say. They communicate without disturbing their peers and unite
in the defense of the Rod.
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HOW TO CONTROL THE FLOW OF REASON
WHEN HAPPENING TO DISCOVER YOU?
Often human thought runs away from control causing distress, anguish,
depression, and deprivation. Then the individual moves away socially as an
attempt to organize. But his ability to stabilize is one step away from simple
mechanisms of consciously prevailing his own will.
Brasília, DF - Brazil (DINO) 29/09/2016

You are able to organize yourself psychically. A will that depends solely on
you!
First you must understand what a reasoning is to learn to control your thoughts. In order to begin with
a critical sense, where you are able to perceive instanciations, in the form of symbolic printing, that is,
elements that you are able to fix things from memory with the purpose of putting up a line of arguments
of something that You have elaborated previously, and that cooperates so that it transits within you
freely, without that somatic barriers will impede your mental progression.
I will try to synthesize in other words very simply so that a greater number of people understand.
Reasoning is a thought that navigates the mind in a chained way, where one thought word pulls
another, then another, and so on, without having a stopping criterion, until the subject, ie you, gets tired
and Navigate to another argument line. Argument is an idea that has truth value for the subject. While
truths are thrown into the human mind the individual believing that they are their own essence will tend
to follow as if it were a course that the trail is arising and the individual goes on indefinitely. This is
reasoning. A content that projects for more than 10 seconds in a row.
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Many people suffer because they can not control the flow of thoughts (reasoning) because people wear
out in terms of energy and when they consume themselves at the end of the day they become very
exhausted. As if the stress of mental activity consumes the individual who converts to suffering by a
shortage of energy harming several of the body's driving centers that claim to eat energy.
But what does critical sense have to do with this? We have a mania for wanting to blame others for the
way we act on the thought impulse we appropriate. This generates wear and tear and passes into the
whole society in the form of fractional waves that activate a compound of generalized dissatisfaction.
To have a critical sense is to make choices about the kind of reasoning wave that each wants to
navigate. Unlike the common sense in which people navigate the first wave that appears as being and
expression of the undisputed individual.
But for this critical sense to be produced, the individual must know how to separate the stream of
reasoning, the activation of protopessing, and be selective about the stored memory contents so that
management can establish a sensory balance in order to appease the Internal relations of the
individual.
Let's step by step. The flow of reasoning is already clear ... thoughts that unfold in more thoughts
without criteria of stop that can exhaust the subject when not well administered. Protopenses are
thought-forming thoughts that are initiated by the body's sensors, such as an individual who sees a
rose, experiencing or experiencing the mental connectives in relation to the pre-established basic
information are initiated in the mind, protopessment is This set of basic information that reaches the
brain in the form of stimulus that starts from the environment. While the mnemonic contents are all
stored thoughts and sensations that serve as a memory or plot to say something to the subject by
visualizing the most recent observation he has had with the thing named.
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Sometimes the reasoning is so beautiful that we offer no barrier to our mind. So this critical sense
should help the individual to stand in line and visualize on their own whether or not he is distancing
himself from reality.
Frequent testing of reasoning will contribute to the individual being more able to manage their sensory
and mental choices.
When I say test it is to make stops and ask yourself: Where is this reasoning taking me? Why should I
reason like this? What is the reality that surrounds me? Be strong to say mentally: I no longer want this
line of reasoning! I want to think of something else! I want to sleep! I want to rest! I no longer agree
with this line of reasoning, so I do not want it working in my head. And strong to act according to your
will offering a barrier or resistivity to anything you dislike or disagree with.
No matter how positivistic it may seem, they are lines of command that you are adding in your mind,
that is, controllers that serve so that procedural activity can adjust the functions of thought.
You should understand the reasoning as if it were a line of ideas transmission, in which there are other
lines that can also contribute to you to move in the sense of realizing your desire. Therefore it is never
obliged to remain in a line of reasoning that leads you to suffering or distancing from reality (the latter
especially in excessive euphoria).
Anyone who has undergone a dense stream of reasoning, if he can accurately reproduce this effect
within himself, can fully recover from a psychotic outbreak in less than three hours. Without the need
for administration of strong dosages of medication, only the control point when indicated by the
physician.
That is why concentration, relaxation and meditation are important. In order for the individual to allow
himself / herself to segment the psyche to the point of differentiation, it serves the new type of
homeostatic connection (equilibrium).
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When the flow is so dense that it surpasses your control, put a song in the environment to relax and
pretend to be asleep, to tell your mind that the flow is part of a dream and not of your waking state.
When your body relaxes with the concentration that you will put on the music the stream of reasoning
will also run out and as soon as it is energetically recomposed you will be able to continue your life
quietly without the trauma of the psyche.

Max Diniz Cruzeiro
Clinical Neuroscientist
LenderBook Company
www.lenderbook.com
Books of the author: www.amazon.com.br

DONALD TRUMP: WHEN A DOOR IS DONE
ALWAYS ANOTHER EXPECTING YOUR
OPENING
In a shared world, sharing is expected. In a divided world we hope for a united
effort. More and more cooperation is expected in a civilized world. Think of it.
Brasília, DF - Brazil (DINO) 11/01/2017

One day parents introduced values to their children so that they could build a tool that could serve as
a basis for deciding a deal with other beings. This mother, or this father, introduced his son into the
perception of an amparo so that he incorporated attitudes that would lead him to culture. From this
support came the processes of infantile identification in which it originated the cradle for gratitude. From
this original synergy between parents and children came the solidarity.
And from this concept of solidarity the world wants to learn to interpret the virtues and values of this
Donald Trump that of a recognized magnate was able to reach the top of world politics. Each human
being carries a cross and sometimes the burden is so heavy that when an individual wields a sword in
the direction of other people, hoping to staunch their own anguish, that sword when it transmits the
false sense of transference of pain to the other, Reinforces the thesis of extending the sense of
helplessness for all mankind.
This Donald Trump is not defeated by fears that the roots of his support are aimed at awakening an
intolerance that the world wants to know. The world wants to meet Donald who someday formed his
billion-dollar estate. What does this Trump offer to the world of experience that can increasingly
generate tolerance and development? This is the man that humanity hopes to meet after January 20,
2017. The victorious man.
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The knowledge of a person in relation to the limit of his right, and from the point where the right of the
other begins, within the negotiation aspect in which it is possible for a businessman to realize how
relevant is the appreciation for the symbols and the symbolism of the Ideas ignites a flame in which
mankind begins to nurture feelings where human rights prevail. This right in which a person when he
observes another emphasizes within himself the virtues, and is not projected within a rhetoric in which
mechanisms still inconsistent or incomprehended of the psyche of the individual that promotes an
action that demands to him an attention, relative to A morality that does not yet have legal support to
have a universal character, to co-exist with thoughts in which self-depreciation falls on the individual
offender himself who prevents the offended one from the opportunity for growth and the offender from
the possibility of conquering his opponent by intelligence. It is this Donald Trump of the clever
achievements that the world expects to know.

Thus, respect is finally won, because each individual is able to see the limit that is allowed to argue
without offending the other who thinks antagonistically, or that the belief makes realize the existence
of this antagonism, which sometimes by a simple displeasure may be only An illusion of a difference
that in reality is a misunderstood and misunderstood aspect of a life story.
In order to think of justice-supported democracies, humanity must acquire mirrors so that the reflection
of what citizens believe can be positioned in front of large television audience spectacles. Because if it
is contrary to President Trump, the distorted image will reflect something coarse and crude that every
human being carries within himself, but that the capacity for perception only allows the harmful aspects
to be observed in the other. And this makes corrode every human being inside, it tears the heart of
those who perceive in the jar the unwanted content in which it is intended to erase at all costs of
remembrance.
Finally, through solidarity, tolerance, the use of human rights, respect, and justice, achieve peace.
Maximum symbol of who is able to rest knowing that he was able to transform the best day of another
human being and that it was possible through the shelter to grow mutually.
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Peace, justice, respect, human rights, tolerance and solidarity are the highest precepts of the United
Nations and, therefore, the project of every confederate human being.
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MENTAL CONNECTION WITH ACTS OF WARS
CAUSE ATTRACTIONS FOR THE EXPANSION
OF PROFIT OF THE WAR INDUSTRY
War is a process in which human beings build every day, from the moment they
connect to the video game, the absence of a retribution of a good day, at dawn,
with the person who lives in the same home and the isolation that Constructs of
the perception of life in the distance of the other.
Brasília - DF/Brazil (DINO) 04/01/2017

It is our turn to choose which next victim we should cook in order to build
our next war intention
Imagine a son who has won a toy, a beautiful tank of war. Tomorrow a father will buy a stellar sword
for him to simulate their conflicts. It will be contributing to a civilized world free of terrorists. But the
attitude, which is not known, makes this son the terrorist of the future, trained to kill another human
being who thinks differently from himself.
And the projection of a song on a radio, which swear at the "bitch" who betrayed a guy. Then a man
gets the motivation to hit his wife when he recognizes the routine in a discussion that jealousy makes
believe that she has a lover. Instead of using the routine to pacify that mind, so that the situation should
not be realized.
The businessman at the next bakery is consuming his resources, given the angle of this kind of thinking.
So why not eat inside your establishment and take your excess of avarice over the viewing of your
estate? Because the ego reinforces the certainty that you can focus only on personal need and not a
social issue. The other does not matter knowing, within this logic, because he is the enemy built in the
stage of the miniature war tank that this father gave to his son. As they did with this father, he is able
to pass on to his son his knowledge.
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It can be reasoned that the construction of this thought causes the individual to become disgusted with
you that walks the street, that when manifesting an attribute that is perceived to be a differential of
yours that the agent of action is not possessor, he departs for a Attempt to disqualify the other in
society. Then emphasize in you, through the discourse, some action that brings forth what can
contribute to hamper the social path of the other victim.
Thus, society prepares its war industry to respond to a social moment that demands the
correspondence of a model of action and reaction, instead of channeling its defense potential to control
the forces of nature and not the gaze of another citizen who Requires restraint, due to social
construction, which arises from something that is distorted from the need for defense and security in
the way that perceptive thinking is constructed.
This son, for example, is now in a refugee camp. While this father is hospitalized at a hospital breathing
at the expense of a device, that if there is a lack of energy will potentially reduce his ability to respond
to life.
He has a hope. They put musicians who can contain some of the aggressiveness that contributed to
the construction in their perverse mind. His gaze is far away. Connected to the displacements of the
real-world tanks, mortars, and every wave of extermination that has spread.
The musician tries to observe his gaze. To rebuild his life story and take away the construction that this
same father helped inject into his mind.
The musician draws his attention to the connection with the reality that will get him out of the conflict.
And remodel that vision fabricated from childhood that induces processes of rivalry with its fellow. That
even being contained within a person, can be remodeled to trigger perceptions and attributes that
generate connection with life, not the extraction of some by the disagreement of opinion, so that life
can be preserved.
Max Diniz Cruzeiro

IF MAN UNDERSTANDS AND CONTROLS HIS
IRRITATION IN ORIGIN, THE WARS IN THE
WORLD WILL BE EXTENDED
The sun, a mechanism for survival, may be a factor in the elevation of social
disintegration, when factors associated with its influence affect the structures of
human bodies to the reaction, that the influences of electromagnetism of the
solar corona can send waves to the brain zones that damage the Development
of the human being.
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If you are angry, learn to wait for the moment that will not make you regret
an action.
According to Wikipedia since MMXX BC until the present time there is the record of more than 210
wars in which an estimated 472,796,874 people died due to conflicts throughout the period. The
Brazilian magazine Superinteressante, points to an estimate of more than 106 billion births of human
beings since the formation of the planet. This means that out of every 1000 births, 4 to 6 people die
from wars, which represents a rate of 0.44% to 0.60% of the entire population that once lived on this
planet.
What may intrigue many researchers is the fact that between the tropic of cancer and tropic of 23rd
and 27th capricorn and adjacencies there is a greater concentration of poverty and social problems. It
is the largest area in incidence of solar rays; Are the earliest regions and cradle of present-day
civilization, where many cultures have emerged that have suffered sudden collapses and created
constant migration waves to other regions of the planet. A site that concentrates most of the most
aggressive species on the planet attributed to an aggression due to a phenomenon of scarcity.
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Within this logic, solar energy is not what determines a phenomenon of conflict, but associated to the
factor of scarcity presents strong evidence that contributes to the aggravation of the balance. It may
be related there is a primary cause that an intensification of solar energy can generate an irritation of
the protopensamiento of more incidental form.
In which a person undergoes a process of projective identification with high libido. Since protopensis
is an embryo of thought, which awakens from this projection a proto-phantasy that releases thought in
a perspective that the individual believes is being attacked, assaulted, and that other people in the
environment are against their manifestation, generating a perception of persecution that creates An
antagonism in a phenomenon of communication. Out of this conflicted relationship emerges the rivalry,
intrigue, envy, jealousy and manifestations of hatred. Where this natural process is not always
perceived, because one is really affected by the "intrusion" of the other, even only mentally.
As one who projects himself in offense can not detach himself from affectation so easily until his effect
of the discharge of energy is completely liberated (libido), and he ends up adhering to the reasoning of
resentment or affliction, the bonds tend to break, and people Depart for projections of rancor and hatred
that swell up until the social interaction factor causes waves of rivalry and conflict to erupt.
If the problem is controlled when the individual contains their energy in the irritation phase, then the
process of social segmentation is not channeled into the conflict, where only the divergence of opinion
would be taken into account.
Under this view the correlated scarcity and solar energy would affect moral and social values and
judgments in an evolution of the disagreements, driven by the emphasis and accentuation of the own
thought that electromagnetic waves coming from the sun would emanate greater flow of energy
carrying the bodies with solar charge Enough to raise self-centeredness.
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The Psychic Motivating Agent: God's Wrath; the other; Devils; Angels; Extraterrestrials; Spirits and
Ghosts, would be the cultural pretexts found by one person, which makes him perceive the other as
an enemy or contrary to the realization of a thought of his, motivated by his archetype.
In the process of choosing and electing the enemy the energy channeled into the aggression is shifted
so that the individual is satiated in his thirst for revenge, retaliate or demand repair, where he can drain
all his anguish.
Gravity as a conduit of solar energy forwards the solar waves to the bodies, which in turn perform
processes of discharge of the received excitations so that the surplus energies have a processing
destination in the form of an action, in that accumulation of energy, or Either the libido flows freely while
not fully consumed, where the cultural aspects influence the psyche of this individual in the direct
correspondence by reaction, that if a process of irritation is present, then the negative sensation will
trigger a reasoning concordant with the conflict.
The person who does not have the teaching that is going through a process of energy discharge and
leaves for the aggression of the other that is in front of him, even if involuntarily and only of psychic
order, when from the relations deepen the antagonisms, social behavior is Weakens The war being
the maximum unfolding of this phenomenon. The person who reflects his action in the phase of surplus
of load in negative aspects transfers his irritation to the other in the transcription of anguish as a
demonstration of what is perceived. Where this line of argument requires a deep scientific questioning
to coordinate actions that guide people how to proceed in case of stress generating conflict.
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PSYCHOBIOLOGY WARNS: DRIVER CAN BE A
REALITY AS AN ANSWER TO A RELIEF
REQUEST COMING FROM SPACE
The time of existence of our humanity is so reduced in relation to the expansion
and age of the universe that it is possible to think that so advanced beings
coexist with us capable of moving with their technology to any part of the
universe.
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A Anticipations of discoveries of the XXII Century

In the beginning the limit for the man was the speed of his own feet, then the propulsion of a horse, for
the speed of the carts, to be exceeded by the limit of the trains, this one for the automobiles, airplanes
in which it was intended to reach a limit of speed Which was based on the frequency at which the sun
of this system of fifth magnitude was capable of emitting particles through space. Maybe other suns
will throw their particles at different speeds and imaginable displacements.

In 1896 "the Italian physicist and inventor Guglielmo Marconi created the world's first radio device,
revolutionizing communication" From this beginning of coverage our planet began to send radio waves,
and then more, video signals and data for the whole world to all universe.

A phenomenon of technological expansion has surfaced since then, enlightening our scientists to find
more and more solutions to our conflicts and raising life expectancy practically all over the planet.
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After so much evidence, that we are not publicly declared the population by an irrational fear of loss of
control, that we are not alone in this universe, in the form of videos, photographs, signals that
concentrate radioactive waves on plantations, reverse humanoid Have distinct human traits, and prehistoric pyramids in virtually the entire world, including in the military area of the Amazon, more than
1000 such constructions in China, the largest pyramid in the world in Serbia, the oldest such
constructions In Russia, submerged pyramids in Cuba, the Azores and Japan, and strong evidence of
a complex of ancient pyramids in the south polar circle, we must reason that a great illusion was set
up by past generations that restricted this information to ample civilizational knowledge.
And suddenly countless religions have declared themselves in contact with "spirits" of light during the
last 200 years, where telepathic communications were caught between humans and such cosmic
beings that brought messages of peace.
To have communication, there must be channel, message and transmission. It signals that an
instrumentation was in charge of making the communication between these beings and the chosen
individuals of our civilization.
Only spiritism in Brazil congregates more than 40 Million adepts whose great majority claims to receive
sound messages in the form of waves of thought.
As a neuroscientist and ufologist I claim that with electromagnetic transmissions we come to be heard
in various parts of the universe, when we begin to project our idealizations, inventions and express our
thoughts.
And we have to think that more developed civilizations began to monitor us more and more by
accessing our internet, the records of our television, the records of our radio waves, our computers and
the most advanced civilizations until the abstraction of our shades of thought as form To show solidarity
with the transmission of waves with information that allows the aid of the plaintiffs, as well as to prevent
our war potential.
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Deriver, seen as the expression of whoever leads another being, can be a reality capable of managing
human reasoning through the self-discoveries we make through our thoughts and then designing
reasonings that allow us to perceive increasingly accelerated levels of mental development in order to
Build and alleviate our internal conflicts.
This quantum computer perhaps in orbit is an immense network that seduces the human will to pursue
around an objective that in managing the human thought improves the quality of the thought so that
the will and free will of the individual are established.
Our vital, technological, and social information can be crossed everyday and transcommunication
waves returned as positive constructs that enhance our thinking.
Many claim to be God, Allah, Angels of the Lord, the very land that speaks to humans in the form of
Gaya, but we may well be tutored by other groupings that are in the vicinity of this planisphere.

To learn more, visit our videos and texts. Start with:
Https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MltQIPFZxWE
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